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ENGLISH
SINBO SCO 5054 MULTICOOKER
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

I. Features:
Cooking by MULTICOOKER is extremely simple and does not require special skills and
knowledge as microchip sets the time and temperature in accordance with the chosen
function. And result- excellent taste, useful substances are as much as possible kept
in groats at a minimum of time spent by you. New fuzzy system controls cooking
temperature in all points and supports an optimal temperature mode. You can place food
at night, set the program and have freshly cooked breakfast in the morning. The choice
of dishes for MULTICOOKER is huge and nearly each recipe can be adapted to it. In the
small device with big inner pot can be cooked the whole dinner for big family.
MULTICOOKER can cook dietary and baby food and it is capable to cook even tough meat.

The MULTICOOKER replaces below machines:
• Electric Stove
• Deep Fryer
• Yoghurt Maker
• Steam Cooker
• Slow Cooker
• Electric oven

It can help you save much time and money.

II. Components:
Steam Vent

Push Button
Close Open

Top Lid

Steam Vent

Inner Pot

Control Panel

Handle

Body
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* Accessory

Soup Ladle Measuring Cup Rice Ladle Steamer

• Control Panel:

III. Parameter
MODEL: SCO 5054
Voltage: AC220-240V
Frequency: 50HZ
Power: 860W
Capacity: 5L

IV. Preparation of cooking:
Using every time before:
* The outside of inner pot should be clean dry especially the base, ensure there is nothing
between inner pot and heating plate;
* Put inner pot in the body suitable;
* Turning inner pot, ensure the bottom of inner pot and heating plate and sensors have
good contacts.
* Connect the electricity
* Don’t connect the electricity if you haven’t finished the above steps.

V. General Instruction
1) MULTI COOKER has 22 programs
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2) Cooking table:

VI.Operation
1. Basic Operation:
1) Press “Menu” button, till the program you wanted lighted on, press “ Start” button to
start cooking.
2) The display shows the default cooking time and count down.
3) After the cooking is finished, the MULTI COOKER has beep sounds and enters into
keep warm mode automatically except yoghurt and pasta. The display shows keep warm
time and counts up.

2. How to select food type for programs Stew, Fry, Steam, Slow cook and Soup:
1) Press“ Menu” button, till the program you wanted lighted on, at the same time, the
food type selection indicator on the “ food type” button lights up, and the display shows
the default food type” Meat”.
2) Press “ Food type” button to select food type “ meat” , “fish” , “ vegetable” circularly.
3) Press “Start” button to start cooking.
4) After the cooking is finished, the MULTI COOKER has beep sounds and enters into
keep warm mode automatically except yoghurt and pasta. The display shows keep warm
time and counts up.
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3. How to adjust cooking time:
1) Press “Menu” button, till the program you wanted lighted on, the display shows default
cooking time.
2) Press” hour” button to adjust cooking hour and press “Minute” to adjust cooking
minute.
3) Press “Start” button to confirm. The cooker start to cook and the display shows the
cooking time and counts down.
Note: you can adjust cooking time during cooking process by pressing “Hour” and “Minute”
button.

4. How to adjust cooking temperature:
1) Press“Menu” button, till the program you wanted lighted on, the display shows default
cooking time.
2) Press” T” button, the indicator of cooking temperature on the button “ T” lighted on.
The display shows the default cooking temperature and keeps on flashing. Keep on
pressing button “T” to adjust the cooking temperature circularly.
3) Press “Start” button to confirm. The cooker start to cook and the display shows the
cooking time and counts down.
Note: you can adjust cooking temperature during cooking pressing by pressing “T” button.

5. How to set delay timer
1) Press“Menu” button, till the program you wanted lighted on, the display shows default
cooking time.
2) Press “Delay timer” button, the indicator of delay timer on the button lighted on. The
display shows “00:00”.
3) Press” hour” button to set delay hour and press “Minute” to set delay minute.
4) Press “ Start” button to confirm. The cooker start to cook and the display shows the
delay time and counts down.

E.g.:  For example, if you want the cooker start cooking 2 hours and 30minutes later ,
press “ Delay timer” button to adjust the time until is shows 02:30, then it will begin to
wait, and will begin to cook after 2 hours and 30 minutes.

6. Cancel
Press “ Cancel” button to cancel the selected cooking program and setting, back to
standby mode. The display shows “ 00:00”

7. Reheat
When the MULTI cooker is in standby model, touch “ Cancel/Reheat” button, the cooker
will enter into keep warm mode. The indicator of  keep warm on the button is lighted up,
the display shows the time of keep warm and counts up.
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8. Automatically keep Warm function:
After finishing the cooking, all the programs will enter into keep warm mode automatically
except yoghurt and pasta.
During the cooking process, press “ Start/keep warm” button, you can on and off
automatically keep warm function.
The indicator on the button “ Cancel/Reheat” lights up, means the MULTI COOKER will
enter into keep warm mode automatically after cooking. The temperature for keeping
warm is 65 ˚C.
The indicator on the button “ Cancel/Reheat” lights off, means the MULTI COOKER won’t
keep warm after cooking..

9. Pasta
1) Press“ Menu” button, till “ Pasta” lighted on, the display shows default cooking time
00:08. Press “ Start”.
2) The display shows 00:00. After the water boiling, the cooker has beep sound to remind
you to put pasta into the pot.
NOTE: Every 30 seconds, the buzzer reminds 5 times. If you don’t put pasta into the pot
after 5 minutes, the cooker will finish cooking automatically.
3) After putting the past into the cooker, you should press “ Start” button. The display
shows the default cooking time 00:08, and the cooking time will count down.
4) After finish cooking, the cooker has beep sounds and enters into standby mode.

VII.Cautions:
• Read the entire instruction manual before the first operating and save it.
• Before the first operating makes sure that the voltage in your wall outlet is the same
as on the MULTI COOKER’s rating label marked.
• Fire may occur if the MULTI COOKER is covered or touching flammable material such
as curtains, draperies ect. Do not cover MULTI COOKER.
• To connect the power cord to the MULTI COOKER firstly, then plug into the wall outlet.
• Use only the enclosed power cord.
• Keep the power cord and plug always clean and dry.
• Never immerse the MULTI COOKER, cord and plug into water.
• If the MULTI COOKER fells down into water, unplug it immediately and do not hurry to
take it out.
• Never use the MULTI COOKER on a damp floor.
• Do not let children play or use the MULTI COOKER.
• Do not use any abrasive, chemical, alcohol-contained cleaners and hard brushes for
cleaning the MULTI COOKER.
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- This appliance should not be used by physically, sensually or mentally handicapped
ones (including children) without supervision and guidance of someone who can undertake
the responsibility for safety but by the ones who are sufficiently informed and experienced
about the use.
- Close supervision is required to ensure that children don't play with the appliance.
- Warning: Do not use this appliance for any other purpose than its intended purpose
This appliance is for use in home and similar environments:
- personnel kitchens in stores, offices or other work environments;
- ranches;
- customers in hotels, motels and similar environments;
- bed and breakfast environments.
- The appliance is not designed to be operated by an external timer or a separate remote
control system.
- This appliance can be operated by children of 8 years and above, people with limited
physical, auditory and cognitive skills or people with lack of experience and knowledge
as long as they are under supervision or they are provided instructions regarding the
operation of the appliance. In case they are not older than 8 years old or unsupervised,
children should not clean or maintain the kettle.
Keep the appliance and its cable from the reach of children aged <8.

VIII.Maintenance of inner pot:
• Use the inner pot only with MULTI COOKER, do not use with other appliances.
• Do not wash the inner pot in dishwashing machine.
• Never use hard brushes, scrubs to clean the inner pot to avoid damage of the coating.
• Take the hot inner pot out with kitchen gloves or clip only or let it cool down before
taking it out.
• Before cooking make sure the inner pot is in full contact with the heating plate, by
turning round.

STORAGE
• Make sure that the device is unplugged from the socket and is completely cooled off.

WHILE HANDLING
* Do not drop the product,
* Ensure it does not suffer impact,
* Ensure it doesn't get crushed or squeezed,
* Observe the marks on the packaging.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY DISPOSAL
You can also contribute to environmental protection!
Please do not forget to adhere to local regulations.
Take the non-operational electrical appliance to the suitable disposal centers.
There is no situation that might harm human health or the environment during use.
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Made in ChinaProduced at: 07-2017
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Cihangir Mh. Guvercin Cd.
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